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CHARACTERIZATIONS OF BLOCK FUNCTIONS

ON THE UNIT BALL OF Cn
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Abstract

We give some new characterizations of Bloch functions on the unit ball
in Cn. This extends a theorem of S. B. Lee.

1. Introduction.

The properties and characterizations of Bloch function on the unit ball have
been studied in [1, 2, 3, 4], In this paper we give some new characterizations
of Bloch functions, i. e. we give several equivalent conditions for a function to
be a Bloch function.

Before we state our main theorem, we fix some notations and definitions
used in this paper.

Let Cn denote the n-dimensional vector space. Let Bn denote the open unit
ball in Cn with boundary dB n and let a denote the rotation-invariant positive
measure on 3Bn for which σ(dBn)—l. Let Un denote the unit polydisk in Cn,
A(Un) denote the space of all functions which holomorphic in Un and continue
on Un.

Throughout the paper, all the functions we consider are supposed to be
holomorphic in Bn.

For a function / holomorphic in Bn, let (Rβf)(z)=Σa*o I a\βaaz
a denote the

radial derivative of f(z)=*Σ«*»aaz
a and (D^f)(z)=Σa^(\a\+l)βaaz

a the frac-
tional derivative of f(β>0). For 0</><oo, we set

Mp(r, fi=

where V is the Euclidean volume of dB n.

DEFINITION 1.1. A holomorphic function f:Bn-*C is said to be mHp(Bn)
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if

DEFINITION 1.2. A function / is said to be in Gp(Bn) (0<£<oo) if

\ ι / z >
<co.

DEFINITION 1.3. Let/:f l->C n be an analytic function on the bounded
homogeneous domain Ω in Cn. For z<^Ω, we set

where (^f)(z)=(df/dzι(z)9 •••, df/dzn(z)) and Hs(w,w) denotes the Bergman
metric on Ω and <M, t>> means S?=ι M^. A holomorphic function on Ω is called
a Bloch function if

The space /?(/?) of Bloch functions on Ω forms a Banach space with the Bloch
norm ([!])

Let Ω=Un. Then f^B(Un) if and only if ([!])

. (1)

Let Ω=Bn. Then /eβ(B») if and only if ([!])

<oo. (2)

The main result of this paper is the following
Theorem. Let g be a holomorphic function defined on Bn. Then the fol-

lowing conditions are all equivalent.
© The function g is a Bloch function, i.e. g^B(Bn)
® f*g£ΞA(Un) for all f^G\Bn}
© f*g£ΞB(Un) for all f*ΞG\Bn)
® f*g£ΞB(Un) for all f^Hl(Bn)

where (f*g)(z)=z*Σazoa<χbaωaz
a is the Hadamard product of f(z) — ̂ Σa^aaz

a and
g(z)=*ΣazQbaz

a, and

(n-l)lα!

Now let X and F be two holomorphic function spaces. We let (X, Y) denote
the collection of all multipliers from X to Y. That is, (X, Y) is the set of all
holomorphic function g such that for every f^X, f*g<^Y.
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From Theorem we have

COROLLARY. B(BJ=(Gl(BJ, A(Un}}=(G\Bn}, B(Un»

This Corollary extends a theorem of S. B. Lee ([7, Theorem 3.6]).

2. Proof of Theorem.

At first, it is easy to see that the defining condition (2) of Bloch functions
is equivalent to either of the following two conditions

sup {(1- I z I ) I (Rlf)(z) I : z^Bn\<oo
or

(3)

We prove the theorem proving the implications ®-»@-»®-»®, ®— »® and
®->®. From [5, Theorem l(b)] we have G1(5n)c=//1(5n). Moreover the proper
inclusion Λ(Un)c:B(Un)) are well known. So the implications @-»® and ®->®
are obvious.

Proof of φ->®. Suppose g(z) = ̂ a^xaz
a^B(Bn) and let f(z)=^a^aaz

a

l(Bn\ ztΞU71, we have

f Dίf(pζ)Dίg(pzζ)dσ(0= Σ (n + l)*pzn Σ aaxaωaz*
JdBn π=0 α^O

where zζ=(z£ι, •••, znζn} SinceΓ(o
2n+1log(l/(o)cίp=l/4(M + l)2, we have

4\lp]og(l/p)\ D1f(pζ)Dίg(pzζ)dσ(ζ)dp^ Σ aaxaωaz
a=(f*g)(z)

JO JdBn α^O

By the inequality p log (l/p)<^l—p, 0<ρ<l, we have

dBn

For /eGl(5n), z^Un, set f,(ζ)=f(zζ). Then, since the correspondence
(.β,!) is continuous, we have

I f*g(zά-f*g(zύ I = I (/,,-/«,)*«(«) I

0 as
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Hence f*g£ΞA(Un) for all f<=Gl(Bn).

77

Proof of ®-»®. For g(z)=*Σta^ xaz" we define a linear operator Tg : Gl(Bn)
-^B(Un) by Tβ(f)=f*g. Then Tg is clearly closed, so Tg is a bounded linear
operator from G\Bn) to B(Un). Let

/ω=- (1-r2)"

and

Then we have

and

where β=(l, •••, 1). Since f<=Gl(Bn) and T^ is bounded, there is a constant C
independent of r such that

So from (1) we have

Let

From (4) we obtain

By [6, Lemma 1] we have

\(RΦ)(r2ζ) (4)

= Σ
\a\=k

(5)

(6)

So by the Stirling formula together with (5) and (6) we have

- —
kΓ(k+2n) Ί Γ(k+n) k

=O(l-r)-CB+1)

Hence
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\Dlg(rQ\=0(l-r)-1

From (3) we have g^B(Bn).

Proof of ®->®. Let g<=B(Bn), Let / be in Hl(Bn} and z^Un. Then

where τnax{\zj\ : l^j^n}<r<ί. For ζe3£n, by [1, Th. 3.4] G(z)=g(zζ)e
B(Un), for /=!, •••, n and z<=Un, we have

3 G ,

3 ;̂

Hence we have f*g^B(Un). This completes the proof of Theorem.
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